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dispute. The data also allow them to develop

measures of the key constructs from each of

the three contending racial attitudes models.

Their results compellingly demonstrate the

failure of the nonracial values approach to

explain white opinion. The authors present a

series of statistical analyses that demonstrate

the impact of racial predispositions on opinion,

above and beyond individual demographic

characteristics. They also make excellent and

extensive use of respondents’ own words, from

open-ended responses, to show the ways that

white Wisconsin residents’ reactions to the

Chippewa and to treaty rights are deeply and

subtly inflected with racial considerations.

These findings underline the conclusion that

matters of race are still very much a part of

white Americans’ political cognition.

The data are less able to distinguish

between the group position and the symbolic

racism models. Both models deal with racial

prejudice, with important—though subtle—

differences in their understanding of preju-

dice. Bobo and Tuan present compelling evi-

dence that the empirical data are consistent

with their group position model. As they

acknowledge, however, the data are not

incompatible with the symbolic politics

model. I believe this is not a failure in their

choice of this case study or in the develop-

ment of their survey questions. Rather, the

theoretical distinctions being drawn in the

modern versions of these various explana-

tions are fine enough that survey data are

hard-pressed to distinguish among them. The

measures of the building blocks of the mod-

els—stereotyping, group competition, politi-

cal or group threat, symbolic racism, group

affect—are too highly correlated to allow a

convincing winner to emerge from head-to-

head statistical competition. This means that

the authors’ ability to adjudicate between

group position and symbolic racism models

turns importantly on a subtle reading of the

open-ended data. 

Despite this, Prejudice in Politics (along

with work in the symbolic racism tradi-

tion) has important lessons for our

understanding of American democracy

broadly speaking. There is a long tradi-

tion, dating back at least to Alexis de

Tocqueville and Gunnar Myrdal, of see-

ing white Americans’ opposition to the

advancement of racial “others” as mere

irrational prejudice, fundamentally

unconnected to the true essence of

American culture, society, and politics.

Bobo and Tuan show that whites’ atti-

tudes are to a considerable extent based

on racial predispositions and that those

predispositions represent far more than

irrational individual dislike. Rather,

Americans’ racial attitudes connect impor-

tantly with the ways that racial categories are

constructed and institutionalized in social

structure and political conflict. In this sense,

they are a fundamental—if distasteful—part of

American society and culture.
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Stoking the Voters’
Passions
James N. Druckman

I
n its defense of the United States Con-

stitution, The Federalist Papers make

clear that input from citizens must be lim-

ited because they think too emotionally.

Federalist 49 states, “The danger of disturb-

ing the public tranquility by interesting too

strongly the public passions, is a still more

serious objection against a frequent reference

of constitutional questions to the decision of

the whole society.” Further on, toward the end

of the essay, the author (Alexander Hamilton

or James Madison) concludes, “The passions,

therefore, not the reason, of the public would

sit in judgment. But it is the reason, alone, of

the public, that ought to control and regulate

the government. The passions ought to be

controlled and regu-

lated by the govern-

ment” (1).

Over two centuries

later, this view contin-

ues to be the conven-

tional wisdom for

many. Social scien-

tists, however, have

offered little insight

into the role of emo-

tion in shaping citi-

zens’ political deci-

sions. Do emotions play

a substantial role? If

so, when? And is such

a role problematic? With each technological

innovation in the mass media that offers

politicians new means to play on the public’s

emotions, these questions become more

pressing. It is such questions that frame the

topics Ted Brader addresses in Campaigning

for Hearts and Minds.

Brader, an assistant professor at the

University of Michigan, begins by noting the

development of two recent but largely distinct

research programs in political science. One

focuses on how mass communication affects

citizens’ opinions. Using content analyses,

experiments, surveys, and case studies, social

scientists from various disciplines have

shown—not surprisingly—that what politi-

cians and news sources say can shape what cit-

izens think and believe. Another fairly recent

body of work shows citizens’ actions and opin-

Prejudiced response. Efforts by the Chippewa to exercise their treaty rights to spearfishing in northern
Wisconsin met with racially charged protests from whites.
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ions depend in fundamental ways on their emo-

tions. For example George E. Marcus, W.

Russell Neuman, and Michael MacKuen have

shown that people tend to become more politi-

cally involved and interested when they feel

enthusiastic and tend to become more atten-

tive, information-seeking, and open to attitude

change when they feel anxious (2).

Brader impressively brings these two pro-

grams together to probe the age-old concern of

whether politicians can manipulate emotional

whims to their advantage. He specifically

focuses on television ads, which, he explains,

“have become the principal tool of contempo-

rary electioneering” in the United States. After

reviewing prior related work and assessing

“conventional wisdoms” about advertisements

and emotions, Brader offers a psychological

theory of emotional appeals.

Brader extends Marcus and colleagues’

aforementioned theory of affective intelli-

gence (2) and research in psychology by

Richard Lazarus, Jeffrey Gray, David Watson,

and others (3–5) by incorporating the effect of

political communication (e.g., advertisements)

on different emotions and, consequentially,

attitudes and behaviors. For example, ads that

generate enthusiasm will increase political

interest, participation, and confidence, whereas

fear-provoking ads will cause people to reeval-

uate their preferences and potentially change

their opinions.

Perhaps the book’s major contribution is to

then describe what types of advertisements

stimulate enthusiasm or fear, test the impact of

such advertisements, and demonstrate the rel-

evance of these advertisements to ongoing

political campaigns. The author presents

results from a set of compelling experiments

that he implemented during the 1998 Mass-

achusetts gubernatorial primary. Brader recruited

a diverse set of participants to watch a prere-

corded segment of nightly news along with the

accompanying commercials (in a comfortable

setting that resembled a living room). He then

randomly inserted different versions of a single

candidate advertisement into the commercials.

Thus participants randomly saw either no

advertisement, one of two ads that had little

emotional content, or one of those same two

ads but with elements meant to stimulate

enthusiasm or fear. (He randomly varied other

aspects of the ads such as the sponsor of the

ad.) Importantly, the elements he used to stim-

ulate enthusiasm or fear have nothing to do

with the ads’ contents; rather, he manipulated

emotional stimulation entirely by including or

excluding certain images and music. For

example, the enthusiasm ad added uplifting

music and brightly colored images of children

playing and smiling, whereas the no-enthusiasm

ad had no music and used distant, expression-

less pictures.

Although there are some unexpected results,

the bottom line is that overall Brader’s evi-

dence strongly supports his expectations.

Enthusiastic ads motivate individuals to par-

ticipate (e.g., willingness to volunteer, inten-

tion to vote), and once participating, these

individuals are likely to become even more

committed to their prior preferences. The

implication is that enthusiasm leads to politi-

cal polarization by pushing voters to take

action on behalf of their prior convictions.

Fear ads have less participatory power—

although to some extent they motivate sophis-

ticated individuals. But, fear can open the

gates of persuasion, and these ads tend to

cause individuals to consider new information

and possibly change their political prefer-

ences. These findings have important norma-

tive implications. Even though citizens clearly

act on emotions when prompted to do so, their

actions need not result in “bad” outcomes.

Indeed, possible consequences of the use of

emotional ads include a more active (enthusi-

astic) populace and citizens who seek new

information (to temper their fear).

Brader follows up his experimental find-

ings with a comprehensive content analysis of

over 1400 candidate ads from 1999–2000. He

shows that in more than three-quarters of their

ads, candidates aim to stimulate enthusiasm,

fear, or some other emotion through the use of

music, color, and other visual cues. The author

also demonstrates that emotional ads do not

generally lack logic, facts, or policy discus-

sion. Emotion should not be equated with a

lack of substance.

Brader’s experiments, content analysis, and

data presentations are careful and methodical.

He explicitly addresses a number of complica-

tions, and Campaigning for Hearts and Minds

shows the methodological state of the art in

political communication research. The book

also reflects the current status of research on

emotion in political science. And this raises an

important question: Should political scientists

delve beyond behavioral manifestations of

emotion to explore processing? Advances in

neuroscience make it possible to focus on

much more precise processes. If social scien-

tists opt to take this route, which certainly

offers some benefits, it is crucial they do not

neglect the political, economic, and social

environments that define their disciplines.

Indeed, another feature missing from most

research into political communication is atten-

tion to common elements of the political con-

texts, such as competition among messages

(e.g., advertisements) over time. One chal-

lenge for the next generation of political com-

munication research is to incorporate such

political contexts while probing deeper into the

underlying psychological mechanisms.
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Cueing emotion. In Brader’s enthusiasm experiment, one ad contained hopeful images and music while the other relied on the narration and less evocative
imagery. (Both ads used the same positive script, here: “There’s good news in your neighborhood. The future looks bright for a generation of young people.”) The
fear experiment compared the effects of the same unevocative imagery with those of threatening images and dissonant music. (In the negative narration for this
pair, “It’s happening right now in your neighborhood. A generation of young people is in danger.”) 
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